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I. INTRODUCTION

Network Access Controls (NAC) are widely used to

provide endpoint security typically complementing existing

application-based security controls. NAC security mecha-

nisms, for instance firewalls, are routinely prescribed as re-

quirements for compliance to security standards such as PCI-

DSS and ISO 27000. However, the effectiveness of a NAC

configuration may be hampered by poor understanding and/or

management of the overall security configuration, which may

in turn, unnecessarily expose the enterprise to known secu-

rity threats. New threats and/or service requirements often

result in firefighting by ad-hoc modification to an already

large and complex configuration. This complexity is further

compounded by the diverse range of NAC mechanisms used

to secure an enterprise; ranging from firewalls and proxies

to NAC-style controls within applications themselves. As a

consequence, it can be difficult to ensure that the current

NAC configuration is effective, that is, it sufficiently mitigates

threats while providing necessary access to services. Ensuring

ongoing best-practice NAC administration can be costly as it

requires expert knowledge in a rapidly changing field.

Knowledge Engineering techniques can be used to provide

expert and automated support for the management of NAC

configurations. A knowledge base is being developed that

contains detailed prescriptions for NAC configurations that are

compliant with security standards and best practices. These

catalogues of best practice describe how known threats are

mitigated by NAC configurations and are continually updated

to reflect newly discovered vulnerabilities and revisions to best

practice. We are building a distributed security management

framework whereby a network of agents can monitor threats

and use these catalogues of best practice to automatically

generate compliant NAC configurations. Following [1], this

discovery-analysis-reconfiguration form the basis of a security

risk management process for Network Access Controls.

II. APPROACH

This research builds upon [2], where knowledge about

detailed NAC configuration, enterprise-level security require-

ments including best practice recommendations and their re-

lationships are modelled, queried and reasoned over within an

ontology-based framework. An ontology provides a conceptual

and formal model of a domain of interest. Ontologies are de-

veloped for infrastructure-level access-control mechanisms [2]

(Linux iptables and TCP-Wrapper firewalls) and application-

level access-control mechanisms [3] (Openfire and Ejabbered

XMPP servers).

A threat-based approach is taken to structure knowledge

about the management of a NAC configuration. Semantic

Threat Graphs [2], a variation of the traditional threat tree,

are encoded within the ontology-based framework in order to

relate knowledge about enterprise-level security requirements,

best practice recommendations and access-control rules in

terms of assets, threats, vulnerabilities and countermeasures.

Consider, an enterprise-level security requirement that

states: Server-to-Server federation is not permitted except

between trusted XMPP servers with an IP address of

143.239.75.235 and 193.1.193.140. The relationships between

assets, threats, vulnerabilities and countermeasures can be de-

scribed in the following way. The XMPP server (asset) through

conventional TCP protocol communication cannot authenticate

IP addresses (vulnerability) and thus, cannot control access to

its XMPP federation port. As a consequence, the XMPP server

is threatened by unintended IP address access. This threat is

mitigated by a countermeasure, for example a firewall access-

control rule, that only permits the intended IP address access

to the XMPP server.

The semantic threat graphs approach takes advantage of

an ontology’s ability to share and integrate knowledge within

other ontologies. Thus, the iptables and TCP-Wrapper fire-

wall ontologies and XMPP server ontologies are reused to

describe detailed countermeasure configurations. For example,

the countermeasure for the previous example could be config-

ured as an iptables firewall rule that considers the following

filter attributes: the protocol (TCP), source IP address (Intranet

subnet), destination IP address (XMPP server’s IP address) and

destination port (port 5269).

A knowledge-base of best practice countermeasures against

known threats are encoded as semantic threat graphs. Ontolo-

gies for best practice standards for firewalls, Email servers,

Web servers and XMPP servers, are developed [2], [3]. For

example, XEP-0205 [4] and NIST SP800-123 [5] recommend

multiple countermeasures such as connection throttling that

mitigate against the threat of Denial of Service, when host-

ing an XMPP server. This knowledge-base is searchable—a

suitable countermeasure can be found for a given threat—

and provides the basis for the automatic generation of NAC

configurations.

Synthesis of NAC configurations uses a set of pre-defined

catalogues of NAC best practice countermeasures, rather than

over the space of all possible NAC configurations. While this



approach has the disadvantage of not discovering ‘new’ forms

of access-control countermeasures, it has the advantage of

allowing a complete modelling of NAC configuration.

The ontology-based framework facilitates the construction

of a knowledge-base of candidate queries. Thus, providing

inexperienced security administrators with the ability ask

expert questions about the effectiveness of an existing NAC

configuration. These candidate queries could be based on

testing for best practice compliance. For example, to test if a

specific XMPP access-control configuration is XEP-0205 [6]

compliant, the security administrator can draw upon a set

of candidate queries from the knowledge-base, such as ‘Is

the XMPP server protected from simultaneous connection

attempts from the same IP address?’

While the access-control rules on an individual basis may

be compliant with the enterprise-level security requirements,

the structural relationships between the access-control rules

themselves may introduce a scenario such that the overall con-

figuration is inconsistent with the enterprise-level security re-

quirements. Such misconfiguration may occur between access-

control rules that are deployed on a single NAC mechanism or

across multiple inter-operating NAC mechanisms. Note, while

ontology-based structural analysis, for example the detection

of shadowed access-control rules have been explored, the

current prototype does not consider structural analysis.

III. PROTOTYPE

A prototype NAC configuration agent has been implemented

and its high-level components are depicted in Figure 1. An

Fig. 1. FANAC Agent Components

Agent manages the current configuration-state of multiple

NAC controls modeled as an ontology, as outlined in the pre-

vious section and NAC-specific plugins map the configuration

ontology to low-level NAC configuration files. The goal of the

Agent is to accept remote requests to reconfigure the NAC

controls (ontology) while remaining compliant with the best-

practices catalogues. The KeyNote Trust Management system

(TM) is used by the Agent to determine whether a principal is

authorized for its request. The current Agent accepts requests

to grant new access to services; we are extending this to

include revocation of access and threat/mitigation update.

A (grant access) request is a tuple 〈srcIP, dstIP, dstPrt〉
(signed by requester owning public key KR). If it is authorized

by the TM system, the request is translated to a SWRL rule [9]

with which to execute against the configuration ontology. This

in turn synthesizes new access-control rules in the configu-

ration ontology. The SWRL synthesis rules are provided by

NAC-specific plugins which are used by the NAC reasoner [9]

following a Wrapper Design Pattern [7]. For example, the

iptables plugin provides a SWRL rule, part of which generates

a new iptables access-control rule, to grant the access request,

while mitigating a threat ?t.

Asset(?a) ∧ Threat(?t) ∧ V ulnerability(?v) ∧

TemplateIPTablesRule(iptrtemp) ∧ hasWeakness(?a, ?v) ∧

exploits(?t, ?v) ∧mitigates(iptrtemp, ?v) ∧

hasDstIP (?a, dstIP) ∧ hasSrcIP (?t, srcIP) ∧

hasDstPort(a?, dstPrt) ∧

swrlx : makeOWLIndividual(?iptr,iptrtemp, ?t, ?a, ?v)

→ IPTablesRule(?iptr) ∧mitigates(?iptr, ?v) ∧

hasSrcIP (?iptr, srcIP) ∧ hasDstIP (?iptr, dstIP) ∧

hasDstPort(iptr?, dstPrt) ∧ hasAction(?iptr, accept)

The plugin also defines the mapping from (iptables) ontology

elements to the iptables access-control rule syntax. We have

implemented plugins for ejabberd, TCP Wrapper and iptables.

An early version of this Agent [8] hardcoded only XMPP

configuration requests: it did not provide an extensible plu-

gin architecture nor use use an ontology to model config-

uration state. A demonstration of the current Agent imple-

mented in a Home Area Network router can be found at

www.4c.ucc.ie/security/hanac.mp4.
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